Hemorrhage due to tracheoarterial fistula with severe motor and intellectual disability.
Tracheoarterial fistula (TAF) is an unusual but highly lethal complication of tracheostomy, and successful surgical intervention for TAF has been reported. Few investigations are available for TAF in severe motor and intellectual disability (SMID). The aim of the present paper was to analyzed TAF in SMID to clarify which clinical variables might predict the occurrence of TAF, and adequate management for lifesaving. Medical records at Metropolitan Fuchu Medical Center were retrospectively investigated for SMID between 1970 and 2000, and 10 TAF patients verified on operation or autopsy were identified. Details were reviewed including clinical status, emergency treatment at the occurrence of TAF, and operation and/or autopsy recordings. Four of 10 patients underwent successful operation and survived, while the other six died from hemorrhagic shock. Eight patients had tracheoinnominate artery fistula, the others had tracheocarotid artery fistula. Characteristic features as SMID such as etiology of brain disease, muscle tonus and convulsion were no apparent relevance to occurrence of TAF. All patients suffered from endotracheal granuloma extending to the arterial walls. Seven of 10 patients had re-bleeding after stabilization of the first massive hemorrhage, especially fiber bronchoscopy to confirm the diagnosis of TAF precipitated to fatal re-bleeding. One patient underwent interruption of the artery at relapse of TAF, the other three underwent suturing and had good outcome. There were no apparent predictors of TAF in SMID. Tracheal granuloma was recognized and consequent on formation of TAF, so control of granuloma may prevent TAF. Fiber bronchoscopy for suspected TAF is not recommended because it precipitates fatal bleeding.